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For the attention of Julie Hayward 
 
Dear Ms Hayward, 
 
20/01427/FUL Modification of Condition 4 of planning permission 16/01326/FUL 
pertaining to tree protection: Dryburgh House Lodge, Dryburgh, St Boswells, Melrose 
Scottish Borders TD6 0RQ 
 
Scotland’s Garden and Landscape Heritage is grateful to be included in the above 
consultation which affects the Dryburgh Abbey designed landscape, included in the 
Inventory of Gardens and Designed Landscapes in Scotland and therefore assessed by 
Historic Environment Scotland to be of National significance. 
 
Although we are familiar with the general layout of the Dryburgh Abbey landscape we have 
been unable to make a specific site visit on this occasion. Our comments are therefore based 
on the documents submitted in support of both the current application and 16/01326/FUL. 
In our letter of 26 November 2016, in response to the original application, we expressed 
some concerns about the removal of trees and the potential impact of the landscape 
character. These concerns were also raised by Scottish Borders own Landscape Architect 
when she advised a detailed tree survey of the Yew in question to be undertaken, together 
with amendments to the proposed design of the extension, to accommodate the Yew tree 
which is prominent in the landscape. 
 
There now appear to have been two tree surveys carried out, both of which acknowledge that 
the Yew is in reasonable health but somewhat overgrown. However, neither survey gives any 
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indication of the age of the tree, and the fact that it sits approximately 1 metre above the 
surrounding ground levels might suggest that this specimen is of some age, possibly pre-
dating the predominantly Beech-lined driveway, and thus the survivor of an earlier landscape 
layout. Should this prove to be the case we certainly could not support the removal of the 
Yew and consider that the problems now encountered by the applicant should have been 
foreseen and accounted for in the original design. We would support your landscape 
architect’s comments that the tree should be suitably crown-pruned and subsequently 
maintained to accommodate the extension and a root protection zone established to comply 
with condition 4 of the approval 16/01326/FUL granted on 1 March 2018. 
 
We would be grateful to remain included in any, future consultations affecting Dryburgh 
Abbey and other Inventory and non-Inventory designed landscapes in Scottish Borders.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Alison Allighan BSc (Hons), MSc, CSFHS, CMLI 
Scotland’s Garden and Landscape Heritage Conservation Consultant 
conservation@sglh.org 


